IT'S HAPPENING TO YOU
John Prine/John Burns

E
WELL, IT'S THE SAME OLD SONG
G D
BOY MEETS GIRL AND GIRL MEETS BOY - THEY CARRY ON
G D
THEY CLOSE THEIR EYES AND KISS UNTIL THE - WORLD IS GONE
A G D
OH YES, IT'S TRUE; IT'S HAPPENING TO YOU

D
YOU KNOW WHAT THEY SAY
G D
THEY PLEDGE THEIR LOVE FOREVER THEN THEY - ADD A DAY
G D
THEY HOLD THEIR HANDS SO TIGHT IN THE FEAR THAT ONE MIGHT STRAY
A G E G D
OH YES, IT'S TRUE; IT'S HAPPENING TO YOU; IT'S HAPPENING TO YOU

Chorus:
G D
I LOVED HER. SHE LOVED ME TOO
G D A
WE HAD A LOT OF LOVE. NOW IT'S ALL THROUGH

D
AND FOR AWHILE
G D
THEIR HEARTS BEAT AS ONE AS THEY MATCH EACH OTHER - SMILE FOR SMILE
G D
THEY DANCE AWAY THE NIGHT AS THEY PRAISE - THE OTHERS STYLE
A G E G D
OH YES, IT'S TRUE; IT'S HAPPENING TO YOU; IT'S HAPPENING TO YOU

Repeat Chorus

E
WELL, IT'S THE SAME OLD SONG
G D
BOY MEETS GIRL AND GIRL MEETS BOY - THEY CARRY ON
G D
THEY CLOSE THEIR EYES AND KISS UNTIL THE - WORLD IS GONE
A G D
OH YES, IT'S TRUE; IT'S HAPPENING TO YOU
A G E G D
OH YES, IT'S TRUE; IT'S HAPPENING TO YOU; IT'S HAPPENING TO YOU
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